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Abstract
In this paper, we develop a network model based on 3GPP standards to analyse the performance
of the uplink random cellular network using Frequency Reuse (FR) algorithms. The operation
of FR is separated into two phases in which the Base Station (BS) measures the uplink Signal-
Interference-plus-Noise Ratio (SINR) to classify each user into either Cell-Center User (CCU)
or Cell-Edge User (CEU) during the establishment phase. This is followed by the data transfer
process between the user and it’s serving BS during the communication phase. Compared with the
related works, we propose the following novel approaches: (i) we define the two-phase operation
for both CCU and CEU; (ii) the density of interfering users causing interference to the CEU under
Strict FR is inversely proportional to a FR factor; (iii) the interference originating from CCUs and
CEUs are evaluated separately. Although Strict FR provides more benefits for the user such as low
power consumption and higher performance than Soft FR, the network using Soft FR can achieve
a significantly higher cell data rate which is up to 58.96% higher than that using Strict FR. A very
interesting phenomenon is found in this paper for a sparse Strict FR network with the density of
BSs λ = 0.1 BS/km2 in which the average uplink SINR of the user during establishment phase
increases with the power control exponent while the corresponding average data rate of the CCU
during the communication phase reduces. The paper also derives the approximation analytical
approach using Gaussian Quadratures to obtain the close-form expressions of user’s performance.le
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1. Introduction
In a Long Term Evolution (LTE) cellular network, InterCell Interference Coordination (ICIC)
is a promising technique that can mitigate the InterCell Interference (ICI) and improve the spectral
efficiency. Frequency Reuse (FR)[1] is an effective ICIC technique that utilises some restrictions
on power control and resource allocation to improve the performance of Cell-Edge Users (CEUs).5
Strict FR and Soft FR are the most common FR algorithms. Under these algorithms, the allocated
resources are divided into fc + fe RBs in which each RB is defined as having a time duration of
0.5ms and a bandwidth of 180kHz made up of 12 subcarriers with a subcarrier spacing of 15kHZ.
Under Strict FR, fc Cell-Center (CC) RBs are used as the common RBs and shared by all Cell-
Center Users (CCUs) of each cell while fe RBs are further partitioned into ∆ Cell-Edge (CE) RB10
groups of fe∆ RBs where ∆ is called a FR reuse factor. Therefore, each cell in the Strict FR network
is allowed to use fc +
fe
∆ RBs. Meanwhile, under Soft FR, each cell is allowed to reuse the whole
RBs, i.e. fe + fc. Hence, Soft FR is expected to obtain higher spectral efficiency than Strict FR.
3GPP documents [2, 3] state that the operation of FR can be separated into two phases. During
the first phase, called establishment phase, the BS measures the uplink SINR from the served user15
and compares it with the SINR threshold T in order to classify each associated user into either
CCU or CEU. After that, communication between the user and the BS is established and data
is transferred during the second phase, called communication phase. While the data transmission
between the user and the serving BS takes place continuously, the process of user classification
depends on network operators and can be adjusted appropriately[4].20
In order to evaluate the performance of Strict FR, various types of network models such as
hexagonal cell layout [1], Wyner model [5] and Point Poisson Process (PPP) model [6] have been
utilized. While both hexagonal and Wyner model assume that the locations of BSs as well as the
cell shapes are deterministic, the BSs in the PPP model are distributed randomly according to a
Spatial PPP model. Since the practical deployment of cellular networks depends on a number of25
practical considerations such as radio environment and user distribution, there is an increase in
research works based on the PPP model to analyse the cellular network performance.
1.1. Related works
Although there is a lot of recent research work on the downlink performance of the FR algorithm
in the PPP network model [7, 8, 9], most of the important results on the PPP uplink network30
performance were presented for single user in [10], for multi-user in [11] and for a two-tier network
in [12].
Although [10] presented a basic approach to analyse the performance of the uplink FR, the
establishment and communication phases of the CCU were not distinguished which implied that
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the user transmits signals for user classification purpose and user data at the same time. In other35
words, the paper assumed that the user classification process takes place every time slot. Thus,
the average coverage probability was defined as P(SINR > max(T, T̂ )) in which T̂ and T are
the coverage and SINR thresholds. However, in practical network, this assumption is not feasible
because even the user can transmit the uplink control information and data during the same frame
[13], this assumption can result in a large increase in the volume of the control information in the40
network. Furthermore, the requirement for rapidly changing uplink transmit power at every time
slot is challenging to both the BS and user.
Under Strict FR, when a user is defined as a CEU, it will be served on a CE RB, which is a
private resource within a group of ∆ cells. Therefore, the density of interfering users in the case of
CEU is λ/∆ [14], in which λ is the density of BSs. However, this point was not discussed in [10].45
Under Soft FR, each user experiences interference from a set of CCUs θc and a set of CEUs
θe. By introducing a constant coefficient, θc and θe were consolidated [7, 10, 15] to calculate
the total interference in the network. However, in the PPP network model, since each BS is
distributed randomly and completely independent of other BSs, each BS in θc is independently
located compared to other BSs in θe. Therefore, θc and θe should not be consolidated [16].50
In recent our work [17], the downlink random cellular network using FR was modelled and
analysed under Rayleigh-Lognormal fading environment. This paper was based on the approaches
in previous works such as [7, 15], thus there were some limitations such as: (i) the two-phase
operation of FR was only defined for the CEU; (ii) the constant coefficient approach was used
to represent the total network interference, which was not correct for the PPP network layout as55
discussed in the previous paragraph. Furthermore, the operations of FR in downlink and uplink
also have differences such as: (i) although in both downlink and uplink, the CEU during the
communication phase is served on the different RB with the establishment phase, it’s interfering
sources between two phases are the same in the case of downlink and completely different in the
case of uplink; (ii) the uplink uses the power control exponent to adjust the user’s transmission60
power. Hence, the analytical and approximation approach in this paper and in [17] have significant
differences.
In [11] and [12], only the communication phase of the FR algorithm was considered. Thus, the
average coverage probability is defined as P(SINR > T̂ ). To the best of our knowledge, recent
research on this topic has been based on the hexagonal model [18, 19, 20]. Hence, there should be65
more research on the uplink PPP network using FR.
1.2. Contributions
In this paper, we develop a uplink PPP model based on 3GPP recommendations for the cellular
network using Strict FR and Soft FR. The main differences in the network model between this
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work and the related works are summarized as below:70
• For CCU under both Strict FR and Soft FR: This paper follows the 3GPP recommendations
to separate the establishment phase and communication phase. Thus, the average cover-
age probability of the CCU is defined as the conditional probability of SINR during the
communication phase under the condition on SINR during the establishment phase.
• For CEU under Strict FR: This paper bases on the fact that the CE RB is the private75
resource within a group of ∆ cells [1], and consequently the interfering users is distributed
with a density of λ/∆ in which λ is the density of BSs.
• For Soft FR: This paper develops our work for the downlink cellular network using Soft FR
[16], which separately evaluated interference from the sources transmitting on the CC and
CE powers.80
We derive the highly tractable expressions of network performance in terms of the probabilities,
in which the user is served as a CCU and CEU, average transmit power and coverage probability of
the user, as well as average network data rate. We utilise the Gaussian Quadratures to approximate
the complex expressions of the network performance by the simple finite sums, which can be
considered as the closed-form expressions.85
The performance of Strict FR and Soft FR are analysed and compared together through the
paper. While the Strict FR outperforms Soft FR in terms of user performance, Soft FR can
achieve higher cell data rate than Strict FR. Furthermore, we study three scenarios of the cellular
networks with different densities of BSs which correspond to sparse (λ = 0.1 BS/km2), medium
dense (λ = 0.5 BS/km2) and dense (λ = 1 BS/km2) networks. While the results in [10, 21]90
concluded that the average transmit power and coverage probability continuously reduce when the
power control exponent increases, our findings state that the upward and downward trends of these
parameters depend on both the density of BSs and the power control exponent. Furthermore, a
very interesting phenomenon is found in this paper for a sparse network using Strict FR with
the density of BSs λ = 0.1 BS/km2, in which the average uplink SINR of the user during the95
establishment phase increases with the power control exponent while the corresponding average
data rate of the CCU during the communication phase reduces. This finding has not been discussed





We consider the uplink model of a PPP cellular network, in which both BSs and users are
distributed according to a spatial PPP model with densities of λ (BSs/km2) and λ(u) (users/km2)
respectively. We assume that λ(u)  λ, so that all the BSs and RBs are activated to serve the
associated users. We also assume that on a given time slot, each RB is only allocated to a user per105
cell. Based on these assumptions, the density of users that transmit on the same RB at the same
time slot is exactly the same as the density of BSs.
The typical user is allowed to associate with the nearest BS. We denote r as the distance from
the user to the serving BS, which is a random variable whose Probability Density Function (PDF)
is given by [10]:
fR(r) = 2πλre
−λπr2 (1)
In the uplink network, each mobile user’s transmit power is controlled to achieve a desired
received signal power P at the serving BS. Conventionally, the user transmit power is adjusted
based on pathloss-inversion of a form Prαε [10, 21], in which α and ε are pathloss and power control
exponents, (α ∈ [0, 1]). In a particular network, the selection of ε is based upon interference, channel







2.2. Frequency Reuse Algorithm
In this paper, we investigate on a two-phase operation of FR algorithm according to 3GPP
documents [13, 22]. These documents also states that the user can transmit both uplink control110
information and data during the same frame. Hence, there is no difference when the BS measures
SINR from the control channel and data channel. The two-phase operation of FR algorithm is
described as below:
• During the establishment phase, the BS uses the SINR on the uplink CC RB to classify
the corresponding user into either CCU or CEU. In this phase, the average probabilities in115
which the user is classified as a CCU and CEU, (CCU and CEU classification probabilities
for simplicity), are analysed.
• During the communication phase, the user acts as either CCU or CEU. In this phase, the
performance of the user and network are evaluated with respect to the power control expo-
nent, SINR threshold and density of BSs. Furthermore, the average transmit power of the120
user is also discussed.
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Since a CE power of the CEU is greater than a CC power of the CCU, the transmit power of
user z is denoted by P (z) = φ(z)Prαε where z = (c, e) correspond to the CCU and CEU, φ(e) = φ
(φ > 1) is a transmit ratio between the CE and CC powers, and φ(c) = 1. Each RB can be used
at adjacent cells at the same time, and consequently each user can experience interference from125
other users who are at adjacent cells and transmitting on the same RB. The set of users that may
create interference to the uplink of the user is denoted by θ
(z)
FR. With assumption that each RB is
allocated to a user, each user in θ
(e)
Str is located independently to others in θ
(c)
Str. We denote I
(z)
FR as
the corresponding interference, in which FR = (Str, Sof) correspond to Strict FR and Soft FR.
The CCU during the communication phase is served on the same RB, and consequently expe-130
riences interference originating the same users with the establishment phase. Meanwhile, since the
CEU during the communication phase is served on different RB compared to the establishment
phase and combination with the assumption that each RB is only allocated to a user during a
given timeslot, the interference sources between two phases are completely different.
• Under Strict FR: Since the CCUs do not share their own RBs with the CEUs and vice versa,
the I
(z)
Str originates from either CCUs or CEUs. The power of interference I
(z)
Str at the serving











in which gjz and djz are the power gain and distance from interfering user j to the serving135
BS of user z.
During the establishment phase, since the BS measures the uplink SINR on the CC RBs which
are common RBs and shared by all BSs, the density of interfering users of the measured SINR
during the establishment phase and CCU during communication phase is λ. In the case of
CEU, since the CEU is served on a CE RB, which is a private RB within a group of ∆ cells,140
the density of interfering users in this case is only λ∆ .
• Under Soft FR: Since each cell can reuse all RBs, each CC RB as well as CE RB may
experience interference from both CCUs and CEUs whose densities are ∆−1∆ λ and
1
∆λ [16].
In this case, I
(z)


















Eq. 4 represents interference of the measured SINR during the establishment phase, and
both CCU and CEU during the communication phase.
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in which σ2 is the Gaussian noise power, g and r is the power gain and distance from user z to the
serving BS. In this paper, the channel fading has a Rayleigh distribution with an average power of145
1. Hence, g has an exponential distribution and E[gjz] = 1.
2.2.1. User Classification Probability
The user is defined as a CCU if it’s uplink SINR during establishment phase, denoted by
SINR(o)(1, ε), is greater than the SINR threshold T . The average probabilities, in which the
typical user is served as a CCU under Strict FR and Soft FR (CCU classification probabilities),150
are given by Remark 2.1 and Remark 2.2.
Remark 2.1. (Strict FR, CCU Classification Probability): The probability A
(c)
Str(T, ε|r) that a user
at a distance r from it’s serving BS is defined as a CCU is obtained by evaluating the conditional




























in which fR(r) is defined in Equation (1), υ(T ) = 2πλre
−πλr2− TSNR r
α(1−ε)






















This remark can be proved based on Theorem 1 in [10] or using the results of Appendix A with
φ = 1.155
Remark 2.2. (Soft FR, CCU Classification Probability): The probability A
(c)
Sof (T, ε|r) that a user
at a distance r from it’s serving BS is defined as a CCU is given by
A
(c)






















and thus CCU classification probability is given by
A
(c)
























This remark is proved by Appendix A.
Proposition 2.3. The CCU classification probabilities in Remark 2.1 and 2.2 can be approximated
7




















































































NG are the degree of the Laguerre and Legendre polynomial, ti and wi, ci and xi are the i-th node




For both Gauss-Laguerre and Gauss-Legendre Quadrature, higher degrees of the polynomials160
give better approximation. The values of ti and w1, ci and ti can be found from [23].
Proof: See Appendix B.
It is clear that the CEU classification probability can be obtained by A
(e)
FR(T, ε) = 1−A
(c)
FR(T, ε).
3. Average Coverage Probability
3.1. Average Coverage Probability Definition165
In this section, we derive the performance expression of the CCU and CEU in the FR network,
which follows 3GPP recommendations. In case of the CCU, the CCU is covered by the network
when it’s uplink SINR at the serving BS is greater than the SINR threshold T during the estab-
lishment phase and the coverage threshold T̂ during the communication phase. Hence, the average
coverage probability is defined as:
P(c)(T, ε) = P
(
SINR(1, ε) > T̂ |SINR(o)(1, ε) > T
)
(12)
Similarity, in case of the CEU, the average coverage probability is defined by the following equation:
P(e)(T, ε) = P
(
SINR(φ, ε) > T̂ |SINR(o)(1, ε) < T
)
(13)
The definition of the average CCU coverage probability differs from the previous works such as
in [10] since those works did not separate the establishment and communication phase.
3.2. Average Coverage Probability of CCU and CEU
















(s1) and υ(T ) are defined in Equation (7); s1 = Tr
−αε; s2 = T̂ r
−αε and
















Proof: See Appendix C





























































) ; ηi = xi+12 .
Proof: See Appendix D

























Proof: See Appendix E175






































Theorem 3.4. (Soft FR, CCU) The average coverage probability of the CCU is given by
P(c)Sof (T, ε) =
∫∞
0
υ(T + T̂ )L (s1, s2,
∆−1
















































Proof: See Appendix F
Theorem 3.5. (Soft FR, CEU) The average coverage probability of the CEU is given by














































and it’s approximation is derived by







































































Proof: See Appendix G
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3.3. Average Coverage Probability of a Typical User
In the cellular network, a typical user can be classified as a CCU with the transmit power Prαε
or CEU with the transmit power φPrαε. Therefore, evaluating the performance of the typical user
can bring an overall view on trends of the network performance as well as user’s power consumption.
The transmit power of the typical user at a distance from it’s serving BS is obtained by
Pu(r) = P(SINR(o)(1, ε) > T |r)P (c) + P(SINR(o)(1, ε) < T |r)P (e)
= PrαεA
(c)






in which P(SINR(o)(1, ε) > T |r) and P(SINR(o)(1, ε) < T |r) are the probabilities where the user
at a distance r from it’s serving BS is classified as a CCU and CEU, P (c) and P (e) are corresponding180
transmit powers; A
(c)
FR(T, ε|r) defined in Remark 2.1 and 2.2.












Employing a change of variable t = πλr2 and using Gauss-Laguerre Quadrature, the average

















πλ ; NGL is the degree of the Laguerre polynomial, ti and wi are the i-th node and
weight of the corresponding quadrature.
The average coverage probability of the typical user is given by:
PFR(T, ε|r) =P(SINR(o)(1, ε) > T |r)P(SINR(1, ε) > T |r)
+ P(SINR(o)(1, ε) < T |r)P(SINR(φ, ε) < T |r) (24)
in which P(SINR(1, ε) > T |r) and P(SINR(φ, ε) < T |r) are the coverage probabilities of the CCU
and CEU whose distances to the serving BSs are r.185

























FR (T, ε|r = ζj)P
(c)
FR (T, ε|r = ζj) +
(
1−A(c)FR (T, ε|r = ζj)
)
P(e)FR (T, ε|r = ζj)
]
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Using the results in Section 3.2, we obtained:































In the case of Soft FR.
P(e)Sof (T, ε) =
∫ ∞
0





































































3.4. Average Data Rate
3.4.1. Average User Data Rate
The average capacity of the user whose received uplink signal is SINR is given by the Shannon
Theorem, i.e, C = E [ ln(1 + SINR)] where the expectation is taken over the SINR distribution. In
the FR network, the CCU experiences a received SINR at SINR(1, φ) during the communication
phase if the measured uplink SINR during the establishment phase is SINR(o)(1, r) > T . Hence,
the average capacity of the CCU is obtained by [7]:
C
(c)
FR(T, 1) = E
(



















SINR(o)(1, ε) > T
) dγ (28)














SINR(o)(1, ε) > T
) dt (29)
The second part of the integrand in Equation (30) is the average coverage probability of the CCU








P(c)FR(T, ε|T̂ = t)dt (30)
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P(e)FR(T, ε|T̂ = t)dt (31)
in which FR = (Str, Sof) correspond to Strict FR and Soft FR.
Using the results in Section 3.2 in (30) and (31), the average capacities of the CCU and CEU190
under Strict FR and Soft FR can be obtained.
3.4.2. Average Network Data Rate
In order to examine the network performance, we assume that the network is allocated N RBs.
Under Strict FR, the RBs are separated into N
(c)









Str = N . Since the each CE RB group is a private RBs with a group of195
∆ cells, each BS is allowed to utilise N
(c)




∆ CE RBs. Under Soft FR, since each
BS can transmit on all allocated RBs, each BS is allocated N
(c)
Sof CC RBs and N
(e)





Sof = N .
Due to the assumption that each user is allocated a RB during a given timeslot, the BS can






∆ CEUs in the case of Strict FR and N
(c)
Sof CCUs and N
(e)
Sof200
CEUs in the case of Soft FR. Therefore, the average network data rates under Strict FR and Soft
FR are given by
• Under Strict FR












• Under Soft FR













FR are average data rates of the CUU and CEU and defined in (30) and (31).
4. Simulation and Discussion
In this section, we present numerical and simulation results to verify analytical results and the205
relationship between the SINR threshold and power control exponent on the network performance.
The analytical parameters are based on 3GPP recommendations [24] such as path loss exponent
α = 3.5 and P = −76 dBm and σ2 = −99 dBm.
Since the numerical results of the exact expressions in forms of integrals are perfectly equal
these of the corresponding approximated expressions, a term analytical results is used to represent210
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the numerical results of these expressions.
4.1. Validation of the Analytical Results
The analytical results in Section 3.2 are compared with the Monte Carlo simulation. As shown in
Fig. 1, the lines representing the analytical results perfectly match with the star points representing
the simulation results.215
In wireless transmission, the pathloss exponentially increases with the distance from the receiver
to the transmitter, i.e. pathloss over distance r with pathloss exponent is rα. Furthermore, when
the user connects to the nearest BS, the distance from the typical user interference sources are
usually greater than that to the serving BS. Hence, when the pathloss exponent increases, the
interfering signals experience higher pathloss that the serving signal, which results in an increase220
in SINR and user’s performance. Consequently, it is observed from Fig. 1 that the user achieves a
higher performance when the signals including serving and interfering signals experience pathloss
with a higher pathloss exponent.
































































Figure 1: Comparison the analytical results and Monte Carlo simulation
lines: theoretical results, stars: simulation results
As shown in Fig. 1, the Strict FR outperforms Soft FR in term of average probability for both
CCU and CEU. In the case of CCU, the CCU under Strict FR experiences interference, which225
is generated by the CCUs while under Soft FR, each CCU is affected by interference from both
CCUs and CEUs. Hence, the CCU under Soft FR experiences higher interference and achieves
lower performance than that under Strict FR. For example, when coverage threshold T̂ = −9 dB
and α = 3.5, the average coverage probability of the CCU under Strict FR is 0.4839, which 18%
greater than that under Soft FR.230
In the case of CEU, the CEU under Strict FR experiences interference from other CEUs, but
the density of interfering users is only 1∆λ. Meanwhile, the CEU under Soft FR is affected by
the CCUs with density ∆−1∆ λ and the CEUs with density
1
∆λ. Hence, the CEU under Strict FR
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experiences lower interference and consequently outperforms the CEU under Soft FR. However, as
shown in Fig. 1b, the difference between performances of the CEU under Strict FR and Soft FR235
are not significant.
4.2. Effects of the Density of BSs
When the density of BSs increases which means more BSs are deployed in the network, the
distances between the user and BSs reduces, which leads to a decline in pathloss of both serving
and interfering signals. However, the improvement of the serving signal overcomes an increase in240
interference [25], then the uplink SINR increases with the density of BSs. Therefore, it can be
observed in Fig. 2 that for both Strict FR and Soft FR, the number of CCUs whose transmit
powers are φ times less than CEUs increases with the density of BSs. Furthermore, when the
density of BSs λ increases, the distance from the user to the tagged BS and consequently the user
transmit power reduce. As a result, the average transmit power of the typical user, which can be245
served as a CCU or CEU reduces.



































































































Strict FR − CCU
Strict FR − CEU
Strict FR − Typical User
Soft FR − CCU
Soft FR − CEU
Soft FR − Typical User
Strict FR − CCU
Strict FR − CEU
Soft FR − CCU
Soft FR − CEU
Strict FR
Soft FR
Figure 2: Effects of BSs’ Density on the Network Performance
Interestingly, although the average transmit power reduces, the average coverage probabilities
of both CCU and CEU increase. Take Strict FR for example, when λ increases from 1 BS/km2 to
3 BS/km2, the user transmit power reduces by 2.79 dBm from −73.98 dBm to −76.77 dBm but
the average coverage probabilities increase by 14.03% from 0.6445 to 0.7349 in the case of CCU250
and 4.0% from 0.7149 to 0.7429 in the case of CEU. Therefore, increasing the number of BSs in
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the network can be considered as the approach to save user’s power consumption of the user as
well as improve network performance.
As discussion in Section 4.1, since both CCU and CEU under Soft FR are more strongly affected
by interference than those under Strict FR, more users under Soft FR are served as CEUs than255
under Strict FR. Therefore, the typical user under Soft FR consumes more energy than that under
Strict FR. For example, when the BSs are distributed with a density of 1 BS/km2, the CCU
classification probabilities are 18.50% in the case of Strict FR and 39.44% in the case of Soft FR.
In addition, the typical user under Soft FR transmits at −71.66 dBm on average, which is 2.3
dBm (approximately 1.706 times) greater than that under Strict FR.260
4.3. Effects of the Power Control Exponent
To evaluate the effect of the power control exponent ε on the user’s performance, we consider
different network scenarios from sparse to dense networks [26]. Since, the average transmit power
of the CEU is obtained by multiplying the average transmit power of the CCU by φ in which φ is
a constant number, changes in downward and upward trends of the average CCU and CEU powers265
are the same. Hence, in this section, we investigate the average transmit power of CCU. Since the
average transmit power of the CCU only depends on the distance from the user to it’s serving BS
and the path loss exponent, the average CCU transmit powers are the same for both Strict FR
and Soft FR. Fig. 3 and 4 shows that the user’s transmit power increases in the case of λ = 0.1
BS/km2, reduces in the case of λ = 1 BS/km2 but a decline followed by an increase in the case270
of λ = 0.5 BS/km2. This finding contradicts the conclusion for λ = 0.24 BS/km2 in [21], which
stated that the average transmit power of the users greatly reduces when an increase in ε.
For a sparse network such as in rural area
The cell radius is usually around 10 km and the density of BSs is approximately λ ≈ 0.1






km. It is obviously that there exist users with the distance to the serving BSs r < 1 km and others
with r > 1. When ε increases, the transmits powers drop rapidly for the users having distances
r < 1 km and exponentially increase for the users having distances r > 1. Since the average
distance is 1.581 km, the number of users with r > 1 km is much greater than those with r < 1
km. Therefore, it is clear that the average transmit power of the typical user increases with ε.280
It is very interesting that in the case of Strict FR, although the average uplink SINR on the
CC RB during the establishment phase improves with the power control exponent ε, which is
represented through an increase in the number of CCUs, the average coverage probability of the
CCU passes a rapid decline as shown in Fig.3. The phenomenon can be explained as the following
hypothesis: when ε increases, the interference from the users with r > 1 km increases while that285
15

























































































   
   
   
   
   






















































CCU CEU Typical user
Figure 3: (Strict FR) Effects of the Power Control Exponent on the Network Performance




























































































   
   
   
   
   
























































CCU CEU Typical user
Figure 4: (Soft FR) Effects of the Power Control Exponent on the Network Performance
from the users with r < 1 km reduces. Since in this scenario, the number of users with r > 1
km is much greater than those with r < 1 km, the total uplink interference can increases with ε
though all interfering users transmit at the same power. Thus, the users with r < 1 km experience
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lower uplink SINRs but most of these users are still defined as the CCUs due to a very small value
of SINR threshold, e.g T = −10dB, while the users with r > 1 km may achieve higher uplink290
SINR and may be classified as the CCUs. Hence, it is obviously that more users are classified as
the CCU in this case. In other words, the CCU classification probability during the establishment
phase increases with ε.
During the communication phase, in the case of the CCU who is usually close the serving BS
r < 1 km, when ε increases, the CCU transmit power decreases while it’s interference increases.295
Thus, the uplink SINRs of the CCUs decrease rapidly, which is represented in a fall trend of
average coverage probability as shown in Fig. 3. In the case of the CEU who is usually far from
the serving BS, the CEU transmit power significantly increases with ε, which can overcome the
rise of interference. Hence, the CEU may achieve higher performance when ε increases. However,
at a high value of ε such as ε = 0.7, the increase in the CEU transmit power can not trade off with300
the growth of interference, which results in a reduction of the average coverage probability.
In the case of Soft FR, since the CC RB experiences interference from both CCUs and CEUs
who are usually farther from the serving BSs (conventionally r > 1 km), than CCUs and transmit
at a high power, which is φ = 10 times greater than the transmit power of the CCUs. When
ε increases, the interference from the CEUs increases with a higher rate than the reduction in305
interference from the CCUs. Therefore, the interference on the CC RB increases with ε, which
causes of a drop in uplink SINR of the users, especially for the users with r < 1 km. Therefore,
in this case, more users are served as the CEUs when ε increases, which is presented through the
upward trend of the CEU classification probability in Fig. 4.
It is remarked that when the user is classified as the CEU on the uplink, it will transmit at a high310
transmit power while the interference is unlikely to change. Therefore, pushing more users to be
CEUs, especially the users have the received SINRs during the establishment phase are around the
SINR threshold, can improve the average uplink SINR and then the average coverage probability
of the CEU. However, when ε increases to a high value such as ε = 0.7 in the case of Soft FR, the
interference from the CEUs may be much more greater than that from the CCUs and the Gaussian315








use of the high transmit power to serve user in this case may not bring any benefit to the user
performance. As a result, the average coverage probability in this case is smaller than that in the
case of a low value of ε. Furthermore, the optimal values of the power control exponent can be
selected at ε = 0.7 in the case of Strict FR and ε = 0.6 in the case of Soft FR where the average320
coverage probabilities of the typical user are at the peaks of 5.2 and 0.48 respectively.
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For a medium dense network such as in urban
The cell radius usually fluctuates from 1-2 km and the density of BSs is around 0.5 BS/km2.
The average distance in this case is E[r] = 0.7071 km. Hence the transmit power of both a CCU
Prεα and a CEU φPrεα reduces when ε increases. However, since the CCU classification probability325
increases with ε, the average transmit power of the typical user slowly reduces to the bottom at
-77.92 dBm when ε = 0.7 and before marginally increasing. As shown in the figure, the average
coverage probability of the user reduces very quickly since high values of ε lead to an increase in
the transmit power from interfering users having great path loss, and growth of interference at the
BS.330
For a dense network such as in the city center
The BSs may be distributed every kilometre, and thus the density of BSs is λ = 1 BS/km2.
In this case, the user is usually very close it’s serving BS with an average distance of E[r] = 0.5
km. Hence, both the average transmit power of the CCU and CEU reduces when ε increase.
However, the trend of the coverage probability on average is similar in the case of the urban335
network. Therefore, the optimal values of ε in this case can be chosen at ε = 0, in which the user’s
performance is at the maximum value.
4.4. Average Network Data Rate Comparison
In this section, the average data rates of the networks using Strict FR and Soft FR are compared
as shown in Fig. 5. It is assumed that the network is allocated 75 RBs, which corresponds to 15340





Str in the case of Strict FR, and N
(c)
Sof = 50 and N
(e)
Sof = 25 in the case of Soft FR.
It is obvious that the CEU classification probability significantly increases with the SINR
threshold. As discussion in previous sections, the uplink in the case of Strict usually achieves
higher SINR than that in the case of Soft FR. In other words, more users under Strict FR achieve345
higher uplink SINRs than under Soft FR. Hence, most users under Soft FR are classified as CEUs
even when SINR threhold is at a low value. Consequently, when SINR threshold increases to a
high value, more users in the Strict FR are being classified as new CEUs. Therefore, although
the user under Soft FR can be classified as the CEU with a higher probability than that under
Strict FR, the probability of CEU classification under Strict FR increases at a higher rate than350
that under Strict FR. For example, when the SINR threshold increases from −4 dB to 0 dB, the
rate under Strict FR is 0.294 while that under Soft FR is 0.253.
In contradiction to the conclusion in Section 4.1 that stated that the Strict FR outperforms
Soft FR in term of average coverage probability of both CCU and CEU, Fig. 5 indicates that Soft
FR achieves significantly higher average cell data rate, which is the sum of average data rate of355
18
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Strict FR − CCA
Strict FR − CEA
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Figure 5: Effects of the SINR threshold on average cell data rate
all users within a cell, than Strict FR. Take SINR threshold T = 0 for example, the average data
rate of the network using Soft FR is approximately 79.48 (bit/s/Hz), which is 58.96% greater than
that using Strict FR. This is due to the fact that although Soft FR can create more interference
than Strict FR, each cell in the network using Soft FR allows to reuse all RBs, i.e. Nc +Ne, while
under Strict FR, each cell is only allowed to resue Nc+
Ne
∆ RBs and thus more users can be served360
at the same time than Strict FR.
5. Conclusion
In this paper, we modelled the uplink of the cellular network - PPP model using Strict FR
and Soft FR algorithms, which is recommended by 3GPP. The analytical results which are verified
by the Monte Carlo simulation focus on the network performance parameters such as the CCU365
and CEU classification probabilities, the average transmit power, and average coverage probability.
The close-form expressions of the performance indexes are derived by using Gaussian Quadrature.
While the Strict FR outperforms Soft FR in terms of average coverage probability and power
consumption of both CCU and CEU, Soft FR can achieve the higher cell data rate. For both
Strict FR and Soft FR, the user can achieve higher performance and consumes lower power when370
the density of BSs increases. While for a medium dense network with λ = 0.5 BS/km2 and a
dense network with λ = 1 BS/km2, the user’s performance is at the maximum value when all
users transmit at their constant powers, e.g. P for CCUs and φP for CEUs. Meanwhile, for a
19
sparse network with λ = 0.1 BS/km2, the average coverage probability of the CEU during the
communication phase increases significantly to the peak before undergoing a rapid decline when375
the power control exponent increases. This finding is very interesting and has not been found in
previous works.
Appendix A. (Soft FR): The probability in which the user is served as a CCU
The probability, in which the user is served as a CCU, is given by
A
(c)











Sof (φ) is defined in Equation (4).
Since g has a exponential distribution, we have
A
(c)


































































Sof , and s
′ = Trα(1−ε); (b) follows the assump-380
tion that the channel power gain has an exponential distribution.
Since rj is the distance from user j to it’s serving BS, the PDF of rj follows (1). Taking the




































∆λ. Hence, using the properties





































By letting s1 = Tr





















The Remark 2.2 is proved.
Appendix B. Approximate Results in Remark 2.1 and 2.2
In order to approximated the results in Remark 2.1 and 2.2, Gauss - Laguerre and Gauss -
Legendre Quadrature are utilised, in which Gauss - Laguerre Quadrature approximate infinite







and Gauss - Legendre Quadrature can approximate the definite integral, which conventionally
taken over [a, b]
∫ b
a













where NGL and NG are the degree of the Laguerre and Legendre polynomial, ti and wi, ci and xi



































































































Using a change of variable ζ = πλt2, the integral has a suitable form of Gauss - Laguerre
Quadrature. Hence, f(s, λ) is approximated by






























in which ζm =
√
tm
πλ (∀1 ≤ m ≤ NGL).
Approximate A
(c)

























Using the Gauss - Laguerre Quadrature, then A
(c)





















































Sof (T, ε). Similarity, A
(c)






























The proposition is proved.
Appendix C. (Strict FR) The Average Coverage Probability of CCU390
The coverage probability of a CCU under the Strict FR network is obtained by





























































The expectation in the numerator of (C.1) is the joint Laplace transform of interference during the
establishment I
(oc)
Str and communication phase I
(c)




2, λ) and joint evaluated at
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s′1 = Tr












































in which (C.2) due to the assumption that all channel gains are independent Rayleigh fading.
Since rj is the distance from user j to it’s serving BS, the PDF of rj follows (1). Taking the















Given that djz is the distance from the interfering user j to the serving BS of user z and the
density of the interfering users is as same as the BSs’ density, using the properties of Probability




















By letting s1 = Tr
αε and s2 = T̂ r
αε, and using the change of variable x =
djz
r , the joint Laplace
transform















By substituting (9) and (C.5) into (C.1), the Theorem is proved.
Appendix D. (Strict FR) Approximate The Average Coverage Probability of the
CCU





dt = 1 and denote υ(s1, s2, λ) as the integral of the
exponent in the joint Laplace transform, we have
























The inner integral can be presented as the result of the abstraction between into two integrals395
I0(t) and I1(t), which are defined on intervals [0,∞] and [0, 1], respectively.
In order to evaluate I0(t), a change of variable γ = t
αεx−
α





















The integral can be separated into two integrals, which are evaluated by employing changes of
variables γ1 = s1γ and γ2 = s2γ, and following the properties of Gamma function. Consequently,








































Consequently, using the properties of Gauss - Laguerre Quadrature, υ(s1, s2, λ) is approximated
by






Approximate Average Coverage Probability of the CCU. It is clear from (14) that the average cov-






















The proposition is proved.
Appendix E. (Strict FR) The Average Coverage Probability of CEU
The coverage probability of a CCU under the Strict FR network is obtained based on approach
in [10] given that the density of interfering users is λ/∆. Hence,






























Since the user is defined as the CEU, it will be served on a different RB. Hence, the user
experiences new interference from new users. Therefore, the distance from the interfering user to
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it’s own serving BS changes from rj to rje and to the serving BS of user z is dze. We denote
s′1 = T̂ r
α(1−ε) and s′2 = Tr






















































































in which (a) is obtained by assuming that the fading channel has a Rayleigh distribution and by
denoting υ( T̂φ ) = e
− T̂φSNR r
α(1−ε)
, s1 = Tr
αε and s2 = T̂ r
αε; (b) is obtained by taking expectation400
with respects to rje and rj and follows by the properties of PGF. LI(oc)θ
(s) is defined in (7)
Appendix F. Soft FR: The average coverage probability of the CCU
The average coverage probability of the CCU in Soft FR is given by





























































The expectation of the numerator in (F.1) is the joint Laplace transform LSof (s′1, s
′
2) of in-
terferences during the establishment phase communication phase in which s′1 = Tr
α(1−ε) and
s′2 = T̂ r
α(1−ε). By using the definition of I
(z)















































Since each BS in I
(c)
Sof is distributed independently to any BS in I
(e)
Sof and all channels are indepen-















































































Given that rj is the distance from user j to it’s serving BS, whose PDF follows (1), and using the




Sof , the joint Laplace transform
LSof (s′2, s
′



































































By letting s2 = T̂ r
−αε and s1 = Tr
−αε, and using the change of variable x =
djz
r , the joint Laplace






































By substituting (F.2) into (F.1) and remind that the denominator is given by Appendix A, the
Theorem is proved.
The approximated value of the average coverage probability is obtained by using a change of405
variable ζ = πλr2 and Gauss-Laguerre Quadrature.
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Appendix G. Soft FR: The average coverage probability of the CEU
The average coverage probability of the CEU in Soft FR is given by





















































Since the interfering sources during the communication phase are distributed completely indepen-
dently to those during the establishment phase, the average coverage probability can be re-written
in the following form


































Using the results of Appendix A, the Theorem 3.5 is proved.
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